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Chemical Inventory 
Management

Track Locations and Amounts of Materials On-site  
With Essential Chemical InventoryTM, you’ll know the amounts and locations of the 
materials you have on hand at any given time. Information from the centralized materials 
database lets you track both pure chemicals and mixtures with ease, maintain environmental 
compliance, generate accurate SARA reports and improve purchasing efficiency and 
production scheduling. These robust tracking and reporting capabilities also enable 
substance volume tracking (SVT) as per REACH guidelines.

The system gives you the flexibility to track and calculate inventory by transaction, estimate, 
or both, allowing you to determine the level of detail you need for managing material 
inventory and generating regulatory reports.  

Benefits
• Easy-to-use browser-based forms make data entry from around the enterprise simple and

efficient.

• Quickly and accurately generates SARA Title III Emergency Planning and Community Right- 
    to-Know-Act (EPCRA) reports reports.

Leverages and Complements Existing ERP Systems
By exchanging information with your existing purchasing systems and other ERP applications, 
Essential Chemical Inventory helps your environmental program contribute to lower costs 
and improved efficiency throughout the enterprise. Data entry time and expense are 
minimized, duplicate data entry is avoided and maintenance of separate databases is 
eliminated.

Easily Tracks Both Pure Chemicals and Mixtures 
You can configure the Essential Chemical Inventory material database with your own data or 
electronically upload data from a commercial or existing database source. This centralized 
database provides information concerning material properties, compositions, synonyms, 
physical states, physical properties, hazard categories, regulatory lists and exposure limits.

An accurate chemical 
inventory is vital to 
running an effective, 
integrated hazardous 
materials program. 
Essential Chemical 
InventoryTM makes it easy 
to track chemical inventory 
information for use in 
satisfying inventory-related 
regulatory requirements. 
And by creating a central 
data repository, Essential 
Chemical Inventory 
lets you share material 
information with the other 
Sphera Essential® 
modules — to reduce the 
time and costs of ensuring  
regulatory compliance 
enterprise-wide.

TRACKS HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  · CENTRALIZES MATERIALS DATA · 
SUPPORTS ENTERPRISE-WIDE BEST PRACTICES
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For additional information email us at:  
operationalexcellence@spherasolutions.com |   www.spherasolutions.com/environmental-performance/chemical-inventory-management

ABOUT Sphera Solutions

Sphera is the largest, global provider of software and information services in the Operational Risk, Environmental Performance and Product Stewardship markets. For 
more than 30 years, we have served over 2,500 customers and more than 1 million users in 70 countries optimize workflows and navigate the complex and dynamic 
global regulatory structure.

Generates SARA Title III Reports
Essential Chemical Inventory uses the material information  
and inventory data to generate SARA 311 and SARA 312 Tier II  
regulatory reports, as well as the SARA 313 threshold  
determination. It accurately handles all of the complex  
calculations demanded by these reports while minimizing  
your investment of time and resources.

Part of the Essential Platform
Best of all, Essential Chemical Inventory is fully integrated  
with the rest of Sphera Essential®, the complete enterprise 
software platform that reduces the complexity of EHS  
management in order to reduce your risks and costs.

Essential Chemical InventoryTM tracks movement of materials in  
and out of storage and lets you produce regulatory reports,based 
on either estimates of the quantities involved or specific transaction 
details such as additions, use transfers, and adjustments.

Essential Chemical InventoryTM centralizes material data and  
enhance transparency for inventory and locations. Track container 
storage properties and storage area locations with container-level 
tracking for total visibility.

Effective hazard communication and emissions management
begins with knowing what you’re dealing with. Preloaded with
information on over 1,500 materials, Essential Chemical
InventoryTM puts a comprehensive chemical properties desk
reference at your fingertips.

Essential Chemical InventoryTM helps determine reporting thresholds, 
simplifies historical analysis, and generates accurate and reliable 
SARA 311 and 312 reports.




